Detecting Deception Using Critical Segments
Detecting deception is a notoriously difficult task. Most human
subjects — including trained professionals — perform near chance at deception
detection[2]. A study using our corpus, the Columbia-Colorado-SRI (CSC)
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Deception Corpus, (see center panel), showed that listeners performed worse
than chance at detecting deception in recorded speech[4]. The present work
examined certain systematically identifiable segments — called CRITICAL

Dataset
Critical-Plus

Examples of
Critical Segments

for adjusting the class imbalance in the data. Our results, as much as 23.8%
relative improvement over chance, substantially exceed human performance at
the task of TRUTH and LIE classification[4]. Further, models generated using
these segments employ features consistent with hypotheses in the literature

Critical

Accuracy
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5.8%

65.6

62.0

1.6%

68.6

67.5

Critical-Plus
Under-sampled

22.2%

61.1

50.0

Critical
Under-sampled

23.8%

61.9

50.0

Work by psychologists on behavioral and facial cues to deception [7, 8] suggests
that certain events in interviews, termed HOT SPOTS, are particularly useful in

of bagging [12], AdaBoost [13], and c4.5 [14] (called J48) provided by Weka and

Subject segment (S) corresponding to Rule 1:
training/test sets were created by randomly selecting 50 examples (25 TRUTH,

(I) And what was your score exactly on

25 LIE) for each test set; from the remaining examples, we randomly selected

that section?
(S) I got excellent, which was, um, pretty good.

458 (229 TRUTH, 229 LIE) examples for each training set. An analogous approach
produced 100 sets of 272 training and 30 test examples for the Critical dataset.

Follow-up questions were included (Rule 2).:

Results

(I) Why do you think you did so well on

In Table 1 we report averaged classification results on both the original distribution

that section?

(10-fold cross-validation) and on the under-sampled datasets (100 random trials).

(S) Um my-first of all my grandmother was a
really good cook.

and the expectations of practitioners [6] about cues to deception.

Hot Spots

We classified critical segments as TRUTH or LIE combining implementations

the Weka Java API [15]. For the Critical-Plus dataset, 100 class-balanced

Relative
Improvement

SEGMENTS — that bear propositional content directly related to the topics of
most interest in the interrogation. We augmented this approach with techniques

Method

About the
CSC Corpus

Hypotheses on
Critical Segments

Multiple adjacent segments corresponding to

The Columbia-SRI-Colorado (CSC) Deception

1. CRITICAL SEGMENTS will occur when

(I) So we’ll move on now to what we’re calling

Rules 1 or 2 were included:

Performance on the original samples is poor but exceeds chance. Results for the
under-sampled datasets show substantial improvement, lending support to the
hypothesis that resampling can render the learner more capable of producing
useful rules[16, 18]. Context for comparison is provided by the performance of
humans at the analogous task of labeling subject lies in each section of the

Corpus [3] is a laboratory collection of 32

the propositional content of the segment

determining a subject’s veracity. We thus hoped to find that certain segments of

recorded interviews of native Standard

relates directly to the most salient topics

speech that deal directly with the most salient topics of the speaker’s deception

American English speakers, containing within-

of the interview.

subject deceptive and nondeceptive speech.

2. CRITICAL SEGMENTS will occur when

(S) Uh I d-you know alright.

the somewhat different task of classifying the veracity of every segment [3,4,5].

are more easily classified than other deceptive statements. Presumably, such

the civics section. How did you do on that

interview: 32 humans scored on average 47.8% versus a chance baseline of
63.6%[4]. Systems have performed from 7% to 10% (relative) above chance on

section?

Speakers were motivated via financial

subjects are directly challenged to explain

(S) Not great.

segments would be both emotionally charged and cognitively loaded, potentially

Many of the rules induced from the current dataset paint a plausible picture of

incentive and by what social psychologists

their claims with regard to salient topics

(S) Fair.

resulting in stronger acoustic, prosodic, and lexical cues. In the present work,

term the ‘self-presentational’ perspective [1]

of the interview.

the correlates of deception, one consistent with previous literature. Lexical cues

Segments not corresponding to Rules 1 or 2

that reflect positive emotional state [19, 9] appear as cues to truth. Such assertive

were omitted:

terms as yes or no also serve as cues to truth. The presence of qualifiers (such as

(S) I went to this in-Indian restaurant my parents

absolutely or really) is employed as a cue to deception. Filled pauses appear as a

we developed systematic rules to isolate potential HOT SPOTS, which we term

to lie about their performance on a pre-test
in six areas of general knowledge. Features

CRITICAL SEGMENTS (see center panel). We used these segments as proxies to
determine truthfulness in each section of the interview.

extracted from the corpus include over 200
lexical, prosodic, and acoustic features.
In this paper, TRUTH or LIE describes the

Skewed Class Distributions
Our sets of CRITICAL SEGMENTS contain a majority of LIE examples: (67.5% for
Critical, 62% for Critical-Plus). Results on the natural distribution were poor but
exceeded chance, so we hoped that adjusting the skew might allow the learner
to induce more effective rules, since classification algorithms can be hampered
by the ‘over-prevalence’ [16] of majority class examples[14, 16, 17, 18]. We thus

Selection of
Critical Segments
Segments were selected by hand as follows:

speaker’s overall intention to deceive (or

1. Include segments that are responses to

not) with respect to the salient topic of the

questions that directly ask the subject for

conversation; that is, the claimed score for

his or her score on a particular section.

each section of the pre-test.

2. Include segments that respond to

Duration of the interviews ranged from

immediate follow-up questions requesting

25 to 50 minutes and comprised 15.2

a justification of the claimed score, when

hours of dialog, providing approximately

such a question is posed by the interviewer.

7 hours of subject speech.

3. Omit everything else.

used under-sampling [17] to eliminate the bias of models for the majority class.

and the Department of Homeland Security. The authors
thank Stefan Benus for many helpful conversations.

Sets Produced
CRITICAL (Rule 1): 465 segments
CRITICAL-PLUS (Rules 1 & 2) 675 segments

Feature Selection
Feature selection was employed to reduce the
feature set to 22 features for the Critical set and

cue to truth in many rules produced. Self-repairs appear in numerous rules as a
cue to truth, consistent with the finding of De Paulo et al. [1] . Finally, deviation
from a subject’s baseline values for various energy features cues deception.

The performance

we report here is modest, but it is important, since

our CRITICAL SEGMENTS are those that point directly to the topics of most
interest in the interview. Future work will include the automatic labeling of
such segments, and further exploration of other genres of CRITICAL SEGMENTS,

56 for the Critical-Plus set.
such as cases where the interviewer directly accuses the subject of lying.
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